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Heavy flavor jet producCon is crucial in both QCD and EW/BSM physics 

EW/BSM: b-jet signature is common in many EW/BSM processes, top quark, 
Higgs … 

QCD: understanding heavy quark effects; mass correcCons; flavor schemes …

MoCvaCon

Q: Can you distinguish these two jets? 

A: left is a Higgs jet, right is a standard 
QCD jet; Higgs jet has two prongs inside 
the jet [b + b-bar jets]
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The Electron-Ion Collider

Proton spin 3D nucleon tomography gluon saturation hadronization in the nucleus
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3D imaging of the proton
• Both longitudinal and transverse moCon 
• Large Lorentz boost in longitudinal direcCon, but not in transverse momentum 
• CorrelaCon between nucleon spin with parton(quark, gluon) orbital angular 

momentum
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Jets are most common at the LHC 
At the LHC, 70% of ATLAS & CMS papers use jets in their analysis 

Ac@ve study at the EIC  

EIC jet papers grow exponen@ally 
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Gluon Sivers funcCon (GSF)
• Gauge link dependent gluon Transverse-momentum-dependent PDFs 

• GSF: T-odd object; two gauge links; process dependence more involved 
• For any process GSF can be expressed in terms of two funcCons: 

•           f-type, C-even  

•          d-type, C-odd 

�[U,U 0]µ⌫ (x, pT ;n) =

Z
d⇠ · Pd2⇠T

(2⇡)3
eip·⇠hP, S|Fnµ(0) U[0,⇠]F

n⌫(⇠)U 0
[⇠,0]|P, Si
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argument is used in the study of high-!! hadron pairs in
muon-deuteron and muon-proton scattering [80, 81], where
photon-gluon fusion is expected to dominate. %e relevant
asymmetry "sin("2ℎ−"")$! is found to be −0.14 ± 0.15(stat.) ±
0.06(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.13 for the deuteron and −0.26 ±0.09(stat.) ± 0.08(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.15 for the proton. For
the interpretation of the data in terms of the gluon Sivers
e&ect, '2 and !! of each hadron need to be su'ciently
large to trust factorization). Here the transverse momenta
of the heavy quarks are considered to be almost back-to-
back. %ere is no problem with TMD factorization breaking
contributions of the type discussed in [72], but that does not
mean that the process is as straightforward as SIDIS. Even in
the case where one considers charm jets, one has to include a
description of the transverse momentum distribution inside
such a jet. It may be easier to consider (0(0 measurements
(for a study of the twist-3 SSA in large!!(meson production
in SIDIS, that is, )!↑ → )'(+, see [33, 82]). In either case
one deals with 3 TMDs. Such processes involve a di&erent
so+ factor (in this case a vacuum correlator of 6 Wilson
lines) compared to processes involving 2 TMDs as in SIDIS,
a&ecting the predictability. %is has been discussed at the
one-loop level in [83]. %e SSA in )!↑ → )'(0(0+ has
been studied for some models of the gluon Sivers function
in [84]; compare Section 2.3.1 of [84]. %is may be the
“smoking gun” process for the gluonic Sivers e&ect at an
EIC. It should be mentioned though that it actually probes
a di&erent gluon Sivers TMD than the hadronic processes
discussed above. %is is discussed in the next section. It
shows that hadronic processes are complementary to DIS
processes.

For completeness we mention that when comparing
extractions of the gluon Sivers TMD fromdi&erent processes,
one has to take care not only of the process dependence but
also of the di&erent energy scales. Under TMD evolution
from one scale to another, the transverse momentum distri-
bution changes. For details we refer to [85–90].

5. Process Dependence of
the Gluon Sivers Function

Once a set of processes that in principle allow probing the
gluon Sivers TMD has been obtained, one still has to take
into account the fact that such TMD is process-dependent.
For quarks the famous overall sign change between the Sivers
TMD probed in SIDIS and the one probed in Drell-Yan
is expected [3, 91–93] and is currently under experimental
investigation. For gluons the situation is more complicated
as each gluon TMD depends on two gauge links (in the
fundamental representation), so there are more possibilities
[11, 94, 95].%e gauge link structure of the gluon distributions
in )! → )'(0(0+ di&ers from the one in, for instance,!! → ,jet+ (cf. [96] for the comparison at small %).
Clearly, this will complicate the analysis of gluon Sivers e&ect
which will involve more than one gluon Sivers function.
In [11] it was demonstrated that any gluon Sivers function

can be expressed in terms of two “universal” gluon Sivers
functions:-⊥)[$]1! (%, k2⊥) = 2∑*=11[$]%,*-⊥)(+*)1! (%, k2⊥) , (10)

where the coe'cients 1[$]%,* are calculable for each partonic
subprocess. %e /rst transverse moments of the two distinct
gluon Sivers functions are related (at least at tree level) to the
two distinct trigluon Qiu-Sterman functions 2(,/-)% . %ere-
fore, we will refer to the universal gluon Sivers functions as-⊥)(,)1! and -⊥)(-)1! .%e two functions have di&erent behavior
under charge conjugation, just like2(,)% is a matrix element of
a 1-even operator and 2(-)% of a 1-odd operator.

%e process )!↑ → )'(0(0+ is dominated by just one
partonic subprocess ,3 → 44 and thus probes the gluon
Sivers functionwith two future-pointing (+) links [97], which
is -⊥)(,)1! [11]. %e process !↑! → ,jet+ probes the sub-
processes 43 → ,4 and 44 → ,3. If one selects kinematics
such that one probes small-% values in the polarized proton,
such that 43 → ,4 dominates, then this process accesses
the gluon Sivers with a future- and past-pointing link,
which corresponds to-⊥)(-)1! .%e theoretical expectations are
di&erent for these two cases.

6. Theoretical Constraints on Sivers Function

Constraints on the unintegrated gluon Sivers TMD -⊥)1! (%,
k2⊥) from /ts have to take into account that it is theoretically
possible that both the quark and the gluon Sivers TMD can
have nodes in % and/or 5⊥ [98, 99].%e possibility of a node
in % is supported by the observation [35] that the splitting
function for 2(,)% is negative at small %, in analogy to theΔ3 case. Fits to SIDIS data (studied with a rather restrictive
parameterization and in a restricted kinematic range) do not
appear to require a node [100], but that does not exclude this
possibility. Especially when comparing data from di&erent
kinematic regions and di&erent processes, this option should
be kept in mind. Nodes can of course have a large e&ect
on integrals of Sivers functions, such as the /rst transverse
moment (7) and its /rst Mellin moment (for parton 7)⟨k⊥.⟩ = −:(Ŝ! × P̂)∫ d%-⊥(1).1! (%) , (11)

which is the average transverse momentum inside a trans-
versely polarized target.%e notation ⟨k⊥.⟩ comes from [101].
%is quantity is related to the Sivers shi+ [102], the average
transverse momentum shi+ orthogonal to the transverse
spin direction, which is normalized to the zeroth transverse
moment of the unpolarized TMD -(0)1 (%) ≡ ∫ d25⊥-1(%, k2⊥):⟨5/⊥ (%)⟩$!# =:-⊥(1)1! (%; A, B)-(0)1 (%; A, B) . (12)

Here only the D-component perpendicular to the transverse
spin direction % is nonzero and therefore considered. Note
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argument is used in the study of high-!! hadron pairs in
muon-deuteron and muon-proton scattering [80, 81], where
photon-gluon fusion is expected to dominate. %e relevant
asymmetry "sin("2ℎ−"")$! is found to be −0.14 ± 0.15(stat.) ±
0.06(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.13 for the deuteron and −0.26 ±0.09(stat.) ± 0.08(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.15 for the proton. For
the interpretation of the data in terms of the gluon Sivers
e&ect, '2 and !! of each hadron need to be su'ciently
large to trust factorization). Here the transverse momenta
of the heavy quarks are considered to be almost back-to-
back. %ere is no problem with TMD factorization breaking
contributions of the type discussed in [72], but that does not
mean that the process is as straightforward as SIDIS. Even in
the case where one considers charm jets, one has to include a
description of the transverse momentum distribution inside
such a jet. It may be easier to consider (0(0 measurements
(for a study of the twist-3 SSA in large!!(meson production
in SIDIS, that is, )!↑ → )'(+, see [33, 82]). In either case
one deals with 3 TMDs. Such processes involve a di&erent
so+ factor (in this case a vacuum correlator of 6 Wilson
lines) compared to processes involving 2 TMDs as in SIDIS,
a&ecting the predictability. %is has been discussed at the
one-loop level in [83]. %e SSA in )!↑ → )'(0(0+ has
been studied for some models of the gluon Sivers function
in [84]; compare Section 2.3.1 of [84]. %is may be the
“smoking gun” process for the gluonic Sivers e&ect at an
EIC. It should be mentioned though that it actually probes
a di&erent gluon Sivers TMD than the hadronic processes
discussed above. %is is discussed in the next section. It
shows that hadronic processes are complementary to DIS
processes.

For completeness we mention that when comparing
extractions of the gluon Sivers TMD fromdi&erent processes,
one has to take care not only of the process dependence but
also of the di&erent energy scales. Under TMD evolution
from one scale to another, the transverse momentum distri-
bution changes. For details we refer to [85–90].

5. Process Dependence of
the Gluon Sivers Function

Once a set of processes that in principle allow probing the
gluon Sivers TMD has been obtained, one still has to take
into account the fact that such TMD is process-dependent.
For quarks the famous overall sign change between the Sivers
TMD probed in SIDIS and the one probed in Drell-Yan
is expected [3, 91–93] and is currently under experimental
investigation. For gluons the situation is more complicated
as each gluon TMD depends on two gauge links (in the
fundamental representation), so there are more possibilities
[11, 94, 95].%e gauge link structure of the gluon distributions
in )! → )'(0(0+ di&ers from the one in, for instance,!! → ,jet+ (cf. [96] for the comparison at small %).
Clearly, this will complicate the analysis of gluon Sivers e&ect
which will involve more than one gluon Sivers function.
In [11] it was demonstrated that any gluon Sivers function

can be expressed in terms of two “universal” gluon Sivers
functions:-⊥)[$]1! (%, k2⊥) = 2∑*=11[$]%,*-⊥)(+*)1! (%, k2⊥) , (10)

where the coe'cients 1[$]%,* are calculable for each partonic
subprocess. %e /rst transverse moments of the two distinct
gluon Sivers functions are related (at least at tree level) to the
two distinct trigluon Qiu-Sterman functions 2(,/-)% . %ere-
fore, we will refer to the universal gluon Sivers functions as-⊥)(,)1! and -⊥)(-)1! .%e two functions have di&erent behavior
under charge conjugation, just like2(,)% is a matrix element of
a 1-even operator and 2(-)% of a 1-odd operator.

%e process )!↑ → )'(0(0+ is dominated by just one
partonic subprocess ,3 → 44 and thus probes the gluon
Sivers functionwith two future-pointing (+) links [97], which
is -⊥)(,)1! [11]. %e process !↑! → ,jet+ probes the sub-
processes 43 → ,4 and 44 → ,3. If one selects kinematics
such that one probes small-% values in the polarized proton,
such that 43 → ,4 dominates, then this process accesses
the gluon Sivers with a future- and past-pointing link,
which corresponds to-⊥)(-)1! .%e theoretical expectations are
di&erent for these two cases.

6. Theoretical Constraints on Sivers Function

Constraints on the unintegrated gluon Sivers TMD -⊥)1! (%,
k2⊥) from /ts have to take into account that it is theoretically
possible that both the quark and the gluon Sivers TMD can
have nodes in % and/or 5⊥ [98, 99].%e possibility of a node
in % is supported by the observation [35] that the splitting
function for 2(,)% is negative at small %, in analogy to theΔ3 case. Fits to SIDIS data (studied with a rather restrictive
parameterization and in a restricted kinematic range) do not
appear to require a node [100], but that does not exclude this
possibility. Especially when comparing data from di&erent
kinematic regions and di&erent processes, this option should
be kept in mind. Nodes can of course have a large e&ect
on integrals of Sivers functions, such as the /rst transverse
moment (7) and its /rst Mellin moment (for parton 7)⟨k⊥.⟩ = −:(Ŝ! × P̂)∫ d%-⊥(1).1! (%) , (11)

which is the average transverse momentum inside a trans-
versely polarized target.%e notation ⟨k⊥.⟩ comes from [101].
%is quantity is related to the Sivers shi+ [102], the average
transverse momentum shi+ orthogonal to the transverse
spin direction, which is normalized to the zeroth transverse
moment of the unpolarized TMD -(0)1 (%) ≡ ∫ d25⊥-1(%, k2⊥):⟨5/⊥ (%)⟩$!# =:-⊥(1)1! (%; A, B)-(0)1 (%; A, B) . (12)

Here only the D-component perpendicular to the transverse
spin direction % is nonzero and therefore considered. Note
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argument is used in the study of high-!! hadron pairs in
muon-deuteron and muon-proton scattering [80, 81], where
photon-gluon fusion is expected to dominate. %e relevant
asymmetry "sin("2ℎ−"")$! is found to be −0.14 ± 0.15(stat.) ±
0.06(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.13 for the deuteron and −0.26 ±0.09(stat.) ± 0.08(syst.) at ⟨%%⟩ = 0.15 for the proton. For
the interpretation of the data in terms of the gluon Sivers
e&ect, '2 and !! of each hadron need to be su'ciently
large to trust factorization). Here the transverse momenta
of the heavy quarks are considered to be almost back-to-
back. %ere is no problem with TMD factorization breaking
contributions of the type discussed in [72], but that does not
mean that the process is as straightforward as SIDIS. Even in
the case where one considers charm jets, one has to include a
description of the transverse momentum distribution inside
such a jet. It may be easier to consider (0(0 measurements
(for a study of the twist-3 SSA in large!!(meson production
in SIDIS, that is, )!↑ → )'(+, see [33, 82]). In either case
one deals with 3 TMDs. Such processes involve a di&erent
so+ factor (in this case a vacuum correlator of 6 Wilson
lines) compared to processes involving 2 TMDs as in SIDIS,
a&ecting the predictability. %is has been discussed at the
one-loop level in [83]. %e SSA in )!↑ → )'(0(0+ has
been studied for some models of the gluon Sivers function
in [84]; compare Section 2.3.1 of [84]. %is may be the
“smoking gun” process for the gluonic Sivers e&ect at an
EIC. It should be mentioned though that it actually probes
a di&erent gluon Sivers TMD than the hadronic processes
discussed above. %is is discussed in the next section. It
shows that hadronic processes are complementary to DIS
processes.

For completeness we mention that when comparing
extractions of the gluon Sivers TMD fromdi&erent processes,
one has to take care not only of the process dependence but
also of the di&erent energy scales. Under TMD evolution
from one scale to another, the transverse momentum distri-
bution changes. For details we refer to [85–90].

5. Process Dependence of
the Gluon Sivers Function

Once a set of processes that in principle allow probing the
gluon Sivers TMD has been obtained, one still has to take
into account the fact that such TMD is process-dependent.
For quarks the famous overall sign change between the Sivers
TMD probed in SIDIS and the one probed in Drell-Yan
is expected [3, 91–93] and is currently under experimental
investigation. For gluons the situation is more complicated
as each gluon TMD depends on two gauge links (in the
fundamental representation), so there are more possibilities
[11, 94, 95].%e gauge link structure of the gluon distributions
in )! → )'(0(0+ di&ers from the one in, for instance,!! → ,jet+ (cf. [96] for the comparison at small %).
Clearly, this will complicate the analysis of gluon Sivers e&ect
which will involve more than one gluon Sivers function.
In [11] it was demonstrated that any gluon Sivers function

can be expressed in terms of two “universal” gluon Sivers
functions:-⊥)[$]1! (%, k2⊥) = 2∑*=11[$]%,*-⊥)(+*)1! (%, k2⊥) , (10)

where the coe'cients 1[$]%,* are calculable for each partonic
subprocess. %e /rst transverse moments of the two distinct
gluon Sivers functions are related (at least at tree level) to the
two distinct trigluon Qiu-Sterman functions 2(,/-)% . %ere-
fore, we will refer to the universal gluon Sivers functions as-⊥)(,)1! and -⊥)(-)1! .%e two functions have di&erent behavior
under charge conjugation, just like2(,)% is a matrix element of
a 1-even operator and 2(-)% of a 1-odd operator.

%e process )!↑ → )'(0(0+ is dominated by just one
partonic subprocess ,3 → 44 and thus probes the gluon
Sivers functionwith two future-pointing (+) links [97], which
is -⊥)(,)1! [11]. %e process !↑! → ,jet+ probes the sub-
processes 43 → ,4 and 44 → ,3. If one selects kinematics
such that one probes small-% values in the polarized proton,
such that 43 → ,4 dominates, then this process accesses
the gluon Sivers with a future- and past-pointing link,
which corresponds to-⊥)(-)1! .%e theoretical expectations are
di&erent for these two cases.

6. Theoretical Constraints on Sivers Function

Constraints on the unintegrated gluon Sivers TMD -⊥)1! (%,
k2⊥) from /ts have to take into account that it is theoretically
possible that both the quark and the gluon Sivers TMD can
have nodes in % and/or 5⊥ [98, 99].%e possibility of a node
in % is supported by the observation [35] that the splitting
function for 2(,)% is negative at small %, in analogy to theΔ3 case. Fits to SIDIS data (studied with a rather restrictive
parameterization and in a restricted kinematic range) do not
appear to require a node [100], but that does not exclude this
possibility. Especially when comparing data from di&erent
kinematic regions and di&erent processes, this option should
be kept in mind. Nodes can of course have a large e&ect
on integrals of Sivers functions, such as the /rst transverse
moment (7) and its /rst Mellin moment (for parton 7)⟨k⊥.⟩ = −:(Ŝ! × P̂)∫ d%-⊥(1).1! (%) , (11)

which is the average transverse momentum inside a trans-
versely polarized target.%e notation ⟨k⊥.⟩ comes from [101].
%is quantity is related to the Sivers shi+ [102], the average
transverse momentum shi+ orthogonal to the transverse
spin direction, which is normalized to the zeroth transverse
moment of the unpolarized TMD -(0)1 (%) ≡ ∫ d25⊥-1(%, k2⊥):⟨5/⊥ (%)⟩$!# =:-⊥(1)1! (%; A, B)-(0)1 (%; A, B) . (12)

Here only the D-component perpendicular to the transverse
spin direction % is nonzero and therefore considered. Note

calculable for each channel

(Buffing, Mukherjee, Mulders’13)
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GSF and spin asymmetry in di-jet at the EIC

• to disCnguish different TMDs  
• jet charge tagging “different quark TMDs” (Kang, Liu, Mantry, DYS ’20 PRL) 
• Heavy-flavor tagging, where q-channel starts to contribute beyond the LO (Kang, Reiten, DYS, Terry 

’21 JHEP)

At the LO di-jet producCon in DIS involves two processes: �⇤q ! qg
<latexit sha1_base64="QPXR59NHoGk+HFAbe0BqlZLIfFc=">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</latexit>

�⇤g ! qq̄
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At the EIC , accessing of GSF via high-pT dihadron, open di-charm, di-D-meson and dijet has 

been invesCgated using PYTHIA and reweighing methods in Zheng, Aschenauer, Lee, Xiao, Yin ’18 
• They find that dijet process is the most promising channel



In the Breit frame, the dijet imbalance is 
defined as 
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TMD factorizaCon for heavy-flavor dijet producCon in DIS

• Hard and sof funcCons are the same as light-jet cases, since pT>>mQ 

• Jet and collinear-sof funcCons are new, which receive finite quark mass correcCon

d�
UU ⇠ H(Q, pT )JQ(pTR,mQ)JQ̄(pTR,mQ)S(�T )fg(kT )S

c
Q(lQT )S

c
Q̄(lQ̄T )�

(2)(kT + �T + lQT + lQ̄T � qT )
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the factorized form of the spin-independent cross secCon

(Kang, Reiten, DYS, Terry ’21 JHEP)
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Figure 1. HF dijet production in electron-proton collisions, as stated in Eq. (2.1).

2.1 Kinematics

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider HF dijet production in the polarized-proton-electron scat-

tering process

e(`) +N(P,ST ) ! e(`0) + JQ(pJ) + JQ̄(pJ) +X , (2.1)

where ST is the transverse spin of the polarized proton with momentum P and ` (`0) is

the momentum of the incoming (outgoing) electron. At LO, HF dijets are produced via

the �⇤g ! QQ̄ process. The HF quark Q and antiquark Q̄ initiate the observed HF jets

JQ and JQ̄ with momentum pJ and pJ , respectively. In this paper, we choose to work

in the Breit frame so that both the virtual photon (with momentum q = ` � `0) and the

beam proton scatter along the z-axis. For convenience, we define the following variables

commonly used in DIS,

Q2 = �q2 , xB =
Q2

2P · q
, y =

P · q

P · `
. (2.2)

We may further note that Q2 = xB y S`P , where S`P = (` + P )2 denotes the electron-

proton center-of-mass energy. In a fashion analogous to SIDIS, we also define the kinematic

variable z = P · pJ/P · q, which gives the momentum fraction of the photon carried by the

jet JQ. At LO, the four-momenta of the incoming and outgoing particles are expressed as

qµ =
Q

2
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Q
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,
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+
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where we have introduced two light-like vectors, nµ = (1, 0, 0, 1) and n̄µ = (1, 0, 0,�1),

and define pµt such that pµt ptµ = �p2T with pT = pT (cos�J , sin�J). We denote transverse

momenta relative to the photon-proton beam by the subscript T , while that relative to the

jet direction is given the subscript ?. Here, we assume p2T � m2

Q and take p2J = p2
J
= 0.

This allows us to derive the factorized cross section in the following section. Lastly, the

parton-level Mandelstam variables can be defined as

ŝ ⌘ (pg + q)2 = (pJ + pJ)
2 =

p2T
z(1� z)

, (2.4)

t̂ ⌘ (pg � pJ)
2 = (q � pJ)

2 = �
Q2x z

xB
, (2.5)

û ⌘ (pg � pJ)
2 = (q � pJ)

2 = �
Q2x (1� z)

xB
, (2.6)

where x is the momentum fraction of the proton carried by the gluon, and is given by

x =
xBD

Q2z(1� z)
, with D = Q2z(1� z) + p2T . (2.7)

2.2 Factorization formula

In the Breit frame, we define the dijet imbalance as qT = pJT + pJT . For this paper, we

examine the back-to-back configuration where qT ⌧ pJT ⇠ pJT ⌘ pT . Furthermore, we

work in the kinematic regime where mQ . pTR ⌧ pT , with R denoting the jet radius.

Overall, in the region with the scale hierarchy as qTR ⌧ qT . mQ . pTR ⌧ pT , the

factorized expression for the proton-spin-independent cross section is given by

d�UU

dQ2dyd2pTdyJd2qT
=H(Q, y, pT , yJ , µ)

Z
d2�T d2kT d2lQT d2lQ̄TS(�T , µ, ⌫) (2.8)

⇥ �(2)(�T + kT + lQT + lQ̄T � qT ) fg/N
�
x, kT , µ, ⇣/⌫

2
�

⇥ JQ(pTR,mQ, µ)S
c
Q(lQT , R,mQ, µ) JQ̄(pTR,mQ, µ)S

c
Q̄(lQ̄T , R,mQ, µ) .

Above, yJ is the rapidity of the HF jet JQ and is related to the kinematic variable z

through the relation z = eyJpT /Q. In the factorization formula Eq. (2.8), S denotes

the soft function while fg/N is the unpolarized gluon TMD PDF. Their perturbative one-

loop expressions can be found in Sec. 2.4. In the third line of Eq. (2.8), JQ and Sc
Q are

the massive quark jet and collinear-soft functions, which di↵er from the corresponding

functions utilized in light jet production [24–28]. In Secs. 2.5 and 2.6, we present their

explicit calculations at next-to-leading order (NLO). The variables kT , �T , and lT label the

transverse momenta associated with the collinear, soft, and collinear-soft modes. Finally,

µ and ⌫ are the factorization and rapidity scales, respectively, while ⇣ is the Collins-Soper

parameter [30, 31]. In the derivation of the above factorization formula we apply the narrow

jet approximation with R ⌧ 1. However, as shown in [32–35] this approximation works

well even for fat jets with radius R ⇠ O(1), and the power corrections of O(R2n) with

n > 0 can be obtained from the perturbative matching calculation.
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R: Jet radius; mQ: heavy quark mass

ConstrucCon of the theory formalism  
• MulCple scales in the problem 
• Rely on effecCve field theory: SCET + Jet 

EffecCve Theory (Becher, Neubert, Rothen, DYS 
’16 PRL, …) 
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Heavy quark mass correcCons in the evoluCon equaCon 

�jQ(↵s) = �CF �
cusp(↵s) ln

m2
Q + p2TR

2

µ2
+ �jQ(↵s)

<latexit sha1_base64="lstdAoW5+sDxZpGjkw/NDGW5kAY=">AAAC6HicbVHLahsxFNVMX8n05bTLbkRNISWt8UwLSReFQKDtMi5xErDGg0bW2Er0QtIUjJh/6K50279qv6ayPSmx3QtCh3Pu1b06t9ScWdfv/47iO3fv3X+ws5s8fPT4ydPO3rNzq2pD6JAorsxliS3lTNKhY47TS20oFiWnF+X1yUK/+EaNZUqeubmmucBTySpGsAtU0XHoMxYCj/1VMWj2EeZ6hgv7Gn6Eb+FJ8Qmi6UpGRkBSW307B3EJUWUw8aIYjLMDXZyNs6/jrPFI1OGCB//K118vOt1+r78MuA3SFnRBG6fFXoTQRJFaUOkIx9aO0r52ucfGMcJpk6DaUo3JNZ7SUYASC2pzv7Snga8CM4GVMuFIB5fs7QqPhbVzUYZMgd3MbmoL8r9aKdY6+0WGU4rbjYFcdZR7JnXtqCSreaqaQ6fgYiVwwgwljs8DwMSw8CVIZjj46sLiEo+WA4/MtMz9jUlvtkATek5ohaRUHkkla1FS03LY+hvvW4Z6RLVlXMkmSZKwj3TT/W1wnvXSd71s8L57/KHdzA54AV6CfZCCQ3AMvoBTMAQE/IlAtBsl8VX8Pf4R/1ylxlFb8xysRfzrLz3g5Jg=</latexit>

�
jQ
0 = 2CF

 
3�

2m2
Q

m2
Q + p2TR

2

!

<latexit sha1_base64="lOqDs76GI0D3AmchADX3WQqAzlY=">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</latexit>

�csQ(↵s) = CF �
cusp(↵s) ln

R2µ2
b

µ2
+ �csQ(↵s)

<latexit sha1_base64="l13plxzTlH8Wva6BeDAerfRs+ec=">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</latexit>

�
csQ
0 = �4CF

"
2 ln [�2i cos(�b � �J)]�

m2
Q

m2
Q + p2TR

2
� ln

m2
Q + p2TR

2

p2TR
2

#

<latexit sha1_base64="bHc+4AzIrh6narLZWAyA59kz9IM=">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</latexit>

Anomalous dimension for the HF quark jet funcCon:

Anomalous dimension for the HF collinear-sof funcCon

Heavy-quark mass dependence cancels out in 

�jQ + �csQ = �jq + �csq
<latexit sha1_base64="iFtGwW/RzPC3X93oxmmDgxrQhTQ=">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</latexit>

Heavy quark mass will contribute the RG evoluCon between jet and 

collinear-sot funcCon  

different from the case for the inclusive HF quark jet producCon Dai, Kim, 
Leibovich ‘18

<latexit sha1_base64="ursyz91n6l71WFfwgcuI2jvMCTo=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5IU8bEruHFZpS9oQphMJ+3YmUmYh1BLv8SNC0Xc+inu/BunbRbaeuDC4Zx7ufeeOGNUac/7dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3n7ZPThsq9RITFo4ZansxkgRRgVpaaoZ6WaSIB4z0olHNzO/80ikoqlo6nFGQo4GgiYUI22lyC0H3EQPgaIcZlET3kduxat6c8BV4uekAnI0Ivcr6KfYcCI0Zkipnu9lOpwgqSlmZFoKjCIZwiM0ID1LBeJEhZP54VN4apU+TFJpS2g4V39PTBBXasxj28mRHqplbyb+5/WMTq7CCRWZ0UTgxaLEMKhTOEsB9qkkWLOxJQhLam+FeIgkwtpmVbIh+Msvr5J2repfVGt355X6dR5HERyDE3AGfHAJ6uAWNEALYGDAM3gFb86T8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxyBP3A+fwD9N5Kg</latexit>

µj ⇠ pTR

<latexit sha1_base64="eHgtFCN5t8a4xoIJjG+ysvhJFJE=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWJduBovgqiRFfOwKblxW6QuaECbTSTt0ZhJnJmIJ+RU3LhRx64+482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57woRRpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/sH9mG1q+JUYtLBMYtlP0SKMCpIR1PNSD+RBPGQkV44uZn5vUciFY1FW08T4nM0EjSiGGkjBXbV42mQYZV7inL4ELThfWDXnLozB1wlbkFqoEArsL+8YYxTToTGDCk1cJ1E+xmSmmJG8oqXKpIgPEEjMjBUIE6Un81vz+GpUYYwiqUpoeFc/T2RIa7UlIemkyM9VsveTPzPG6Q6uvIzKpJUE4EXi6KUQR3DWRBwSCXBmk0NQVhScyvEYyQR1iauignBXX55lXQbdfei3rg7rzWvizjK4BicgDPggkvQBLegBToAgyfwDF7Bm5VbL9a79bFoLVnFzBH4A+vzB59IlCM=</latexit>

µcs ⇠ qTR

see also (Kim ’20)
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Spin dependent cross secCon

d�
UT (ST )

dQ2dyd2qT dyJd2pT
=sin(�q � �s)H(Q, pT , yJ , µh)

Z 1

0

b
2
db

4⇡
J1(b qT )f

?
1T,g/p(xg, µb⇤)

⇥ exp

"
�
Z µh

µb⇤

dµ

µ
�h (↵s)� 2

Z µj

µb⇤

dµ

µ
�j (↵s)� 2

Z µcs

µb⇤

dµ

µ
�cs (↵s)

#

⇥ exp
⇥
�S

?
NP(b,Q0, n · pg)

⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="aGC8UiZocx8YKEG1y/DEP/xbVoQ=">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</latexit>

• ResummaCon formula:

• Polarized hard funcCon: For  the  polarized  process,  we  must  consider  the  ajachment  
of  an  addiConal  gluon from gauge link in GSF

f-type gluon Sivers funcCon

unpolarized:

polarized:

C1 + C2 = Cu
<latexit sha1_base64="4dq0aijYPTrc5l7Pbc1s/XYrV2c=">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</latexit>

polarized and unpolarized hard funcCons are the same

Qiu, Vogelsange, Yuan ’07;  
Kang, Lee, DYS, Terry, ’20 JHEP … 
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Numerical results

Heavy quark mass can give sizable correc@ons to the predicted asymmetry

Anti-kT, R=0.6
c-jets: 
b-jets: A

sin(�q��s)
UT =

d�UT

d�UU
<latexit sha1_base64="Ik6PgKEFy5iXuUHLkQmFIyNC/4E=">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</latexit>

d�(ST ) = d�UU + sin(�q � �s)d�
UT

<latexit sha1_base64="yqG6/mLcthgy/9sxWf83kYNkoPM=">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</latexit>

GSF: SIDIS1 set
D’Alesio, Murgia, Pisano ’15 
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Figure 6. The Sivers spin asymmetry for charm (left plot) and bottom (right plot) dijet production
at the EIC is plotted as a function of qT /pT . The solid curves are the results from using the
resummation formula, while the dashed curves represent the resummation prediction using the
evolution kernel without finite quark mass corrections. The red and blue bands indicate theoretical
uncertainties from the variation of hard and jet scales.

mQ/ (pTR)) from light flavor jet-pairs than it does charm dijets. This relative positioning

is then clearly displayed in Figs. 5 and 6.

In order to estimate the theoretical uncertainties, in both Figs. 5 and 6 we also show

the uncertainties from scale variations, which are given by the red and blue bands. Here

we vary the hard and jet scales by a factor of two around their default values as defined in

(3.1), and the total uncertainty bands are obtained by the envelope of all the variations.

Since the non-perturbative Sudakov factor in Eq. (2.79) is fitted at the canonical scale µb⇤ ,

we do not include theory uncertainties from µb⇤ and µcs variations. We find that the scale

uncertainty is compatible with the finite quark mass corrections in charm dijet process,

while its impact on the bottom dijet process is smaller than the mass correction. Therefore

in order to identify the finite quark mass e↵ects in the charm dijet process it is essential

to reduce the scale uncertainties. Our factorization and resummation formula provides a

clear structure to improve the perturbative accuracy, which makes scale uncertainty further

reduction possible. We leave the higher-order perturbative calculations in future work.

4 Conclusion

A major priority of the future EIC is to explore the gluon TMD PDFs. In this paper,

we have investigated the use of back-to-back HF dijet production in transversely-polarized

target DIS as a means of probing spin-dependent gluon TMD PDFs. We have calculated the

expressions for the mass-dependent jet and collinear-soft functions at next-to-leading order.

Using these expressions, as well as Soft-Collinear E↵ective Theory, we resum the large

logarithms associated with these expressions at next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy. We

– 20 –

(Kang, Reiten, DYS, Terry ’21 JHEP)
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Summary
• Heavy flavor jets offer new opportunity to understand nucleon inner 

structures 

• We develop the TMD factorizaCon formalism for heavy flavor dijet 
producCon in electron polarized proton collisions.  

• Theory tools: EFT of QCD in collinear and sof limit (e.g. SCET) 

• Flavor tagging provides a novel probe of flavor structure in the nucleon 
spin program  

• It enhances the sensiCvity of spin asymmetries to gluon, which 
opens new avenues of exploraCon for the nucleon spin program 

• The applicaCon of our theory framework at the LHC&RIHC is in 
progress



Thank you
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